Creative Excellence

Designed. Developed. Delivered.
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Virtual
Communications
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Hello.

Welcome to WMP Creative
We’re one of Europe’s longest standing creative agencies.
Over the past 35 years, we’ve grown from a film production
house into a full service creative agency, with offices and live
projects all around the world.
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Communicating Online
With Confidence
Never before has it been more important to communicate clearly and effectively.
We’ve brought our Film and Events teams together, to deliver
an array of virtual communications solutions.
Complemented by our wider services, we’re able to deliver
now - and into the future, whatever the future may hold.
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We can film, stream and
broadcast your event
from anywhere from & to…
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The comfort and
safety of your
own home…
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The convenience of
a mobile studio at
your office…
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Or the impact of
a professional
TV studio.
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Creating a sense
of togetherness.
Even when we’re apart.
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Virtual Services
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Moving online
Comes with many advantages.
Greener. Time-saving. Lower cost.
Your online event can feature professional keynote speakers,
high quality content, advertising and sponsorship
activations, and engage at every touch point.
Geographical barriers are lifted, and we can delve deeper
into the metrics and reporting of participant behaviour
during the event.
There will always be a place for live events, but virtual
solutions can really work. Let us show you how…
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Webinars
Webinars are live, virtual events,
run online. Educational or
instructive sessions including
audio and visual communication
between a speaker and
attendees.
Slides can be shared and participation is interactive through chat
boxes and Q&A features.
These interactive elements are why it’s better to attend the webinar
while it is live. Yes, you can watch it on-demand at a later date. But
participating live means you can ask the speaker your question,
participate in polls, or interact with other attendees.
Choose this for:
➡ Conferences
➡ Presentations
➡ Internal Communications Events
➡ Product Launches
wmpcreative.com
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Webcasts
A webcast is an online broadcast
of the audio or video feed from
your physical meeting or event.
Webcasts substantially extend the reach of your meeting or event:
one location, one event, yet a much larger audience. A webcast
means that no one ever has to miss your meeting or event again.
Participants follow your webcast live via their PC, Mac, tablet or
smartphone. Not only can they see and hear the speakers, but it is
also possible to facilitate direct interaction.

Choose this for:
➡ Presentations
➡ Internal Communications Events
➡ Product Launches
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Virtual events
Virtual events can be run as
larger, multi-session online
experiences, featuring both
webinars and webcasts as well as
whole host of creative content to
deliver your messages.
We recreate the excitement and direct communication of a
physical event as closely as possible, online. Highly interactive and
engaging, virtual events are a highly efficient way to communicate.
Great for conferences, expos, open days, trade shows and career
fairs, virtual events are suitable for any event that features multiple
presentations, discussion rooms or brand experiences to educate,
inspire and inform.
Choose this for:
➡ Trade shows / exhibitions
➡ Conferences
➡ Award Shows
➡ Product launches
wmpcreative.com

➡ Health & wellbeing events
➡ Team building events
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Hybrid events
Post-Covid, blend both a live and
an online virtual event. One event,
two audiences.
Physically separated audiences can each participate in the same
event through different experiential media, designed to provide
comparable experiences and outcomes from their interaction.
We manage production and filming on site at your live event and
stream the content into the virtual environment.
Hybrid events work well for product launches, large conferences
and presentation based events.

Choose this for:
➡ Conferences
➡ Award Shows
➡ Product Launches
➡ Presentations
wmpcreative.com

Added Value
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Platform selection
For our live events we work with multiple
venues and AV suppliers. In the virtual
world we select the most appropriate
platform for the individual project ensuring maximum flexibility and value
for money.
All the platforms we use are based on cloud-based technology. where
possible we avoid the need for plug-ins or downloads to run or attend your
virtual event. You simply load a browser which supports video and attend.
Landing pages - we provide bespoke, branded landing pages that are
based on your own brand requirements. Registration confirmation and
webinar pages are all created within the platform to create a seamless
brand experience.
Reliability - no matter where you are in the world, we ensure the platform
has the global infrastructure to ensure your online event runs smoothly,
minimising outages.
Video content - video is key to content marketing so we ensure that all prerecorded videos can be embedded into the platform. We also have onsite
streaming options should you want to send a live stream of your event
through the platform.
wmpcreative.com
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Messaging and
scriptwriting.
As with our traditional ‘real world’
events, getting the message right
and creating a well conceived
structure for all communications
is the key.
We consult with your teams remotely using a range of video
conferencing platforms to craft your itinerary, your messages, your
scripting and our image support.
And we do all this remotely.
Our graphics and film teams craft beautiful slides and supporting
films in just the same way that we have done for our real word events
- and we deliver this content seamlessly though the selected virtual
event platform.
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Presenters.
WMP have access to a range of
presenters and facilitators standing
by to remotely link events, present our
clients propositions and maintain a
professional edge to your events.
We provide personal to:
• Facilitate webinars and podcasts
• Present products and services just as we do for live events
• Link presenters from our client’s teams
Presenters can be dropped into digital backdrops digital backdrops and virtual
sets, from simple pop ups to full scale set designs.
And we have also developed a ‘virtual presenter’ that we can introduce to
virtual environments, AI enabled and ready to go.
Our ‘Interactive Virtual Hosts’ combine Amazon’s AWS voice recognition and
text-to-speech synthesis services to create a fully interactive 3D avatar. Using
artificial intelligence, the host can understand the intent of questions,
responding in a predefined way. They can be integrated with a live chat
service, to provide virtual presentations, or handle any incoming questions.
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Data collection &
metrics & reporting
With detailed analytics tools, you can
convert audience members into
qualified leads and customers with ease.
Data Collection
We can chose platforms that are designed for lead generation tools,
allowing our clients to collect data in a secure and controlled manner from
registrants. We can even use referrer codes to monitor where your
registrants come from and grade your marketing sources. We ensure that
all platforms are fully GDPR compliant.
Metrics & Reporting
Our comprehensive in-platform reporting ensures you can track the
success of your events from creation to the live event to on-demand. You
can track registration detail, live event interactions / engagement, poll
responses, document downloads, viewing times etc. For those that don’t
have lead scoring platforms our metrics can also provide an engagement
score so you can see can see who is further down the funnel than others.
Integrations
If needed - many of our platforms integrate with several CRM/MA systems
including Hubspot, Eloqua, Marketo, Salesforce & Salesforce Pardot.
wmpcreative.com
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Gamification
Introducing an element of fun and
competition can boost engagement.
Challenges & Competitions
Engage your audience
• Score and redeem points for in-app actions or tasks (e.g. finding
objects in different areas of the event)
• Configurable list of tracked actions (adding contacts, participation in
polling, completing forms, scanning QR codes, etc.).
• Displays scores on projection or in-app, together with personal status.
Augmented reality quiz
Energise your audience through lively competition.
• Search for questions displayed via AR
• Win by answering correctly the fastest
• View latest live leaderboard
Standard quiz
Encourage lasting learning with knowledge checks
• Send quizzes at predefined times
• Display correct answers upon submission
• Include supporting and clarifying information
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Packages & Costs
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Packages
Virtual events are priced bespoke to your specific needs. Here are four examples of our most
common packages, to give you an indication of costs.

Virtual Event
With Live Host
Includes:
✓ Professional host in small studio or
office
✓ 1 Camera, lighting and sound
✓ Basic “office” set and monitor
✓ Virtual contributors (up to 5 at one
time)
✓ Streaming to unlimited viewers
✓ Options to play in pre-recorded
films
✓ Q&A Features

From £4,995
wmpcreative.com

Part Virtual/
Part Live
Includes:
✓ Professional host in small studio or
office
✓ 2 x cameras, basic lighting and
sound
✓ Ability to interview contributors in
person (one at a time)
✓ Virtual contributors, able to
interact with the live presenter
and contributors (up to five at one
time)
✓ Streaming to unlimited viewers
✓ Options to play in pre-recorded
films
✓ 1 x day of editing to create
“highlights” package
✓ Q&A Features

From £14,995

Larger Part
Virtual/Part Live
Includes:
✓ Professional host in large office
space
✓ 4 x cameras and rigs, enhanced
lighting and sound
✓ Ability to interview contributors in
person (up to four at a time)
✓ Virtual contributors, able to interact
with the live presenter and
contributors (up to five at one time)
✓ Streaming to unlimited viewers
✓ Options to play in pre-recorded
films
✓ 1 x day of editing to create
“highlights” package
✓ Q&A Features

From £24,995

Live Studio
Production
Includes:
✓ Professional host in large TV studio
✓ 4 x cameras, full lighting and sound
with bespoke set design
✓ Ability to interview contributors in
person (up to six at a time)
✓ Virtual contributors, able to interact
with the live presenter and
contributors (up to seven at one
time)
✓ Audience seating of up to 300 pax
✓ Streaming to unlimited viewers
✓ Options to play in pre-recorded
films and to play in edited
highlights during the event
✓ 1 x day of editing to create
“highlights” package
✓ Q&A Features

£POA
From
£POA

Extras
Additional items to consider, for extra impact and longevity.

Hosts/Presenters &
External Speakers

Branding, Props &
Set Design

Pre & On-site Event
Content Creation

Engaging a professional presenter
to ‘host’ the event can not only
encourage attendees to join but it
also helps elevate the event and
gives more of an ‘x-factor’.

Depending on the background of
the chosen location - simple
branding solutions and props can
dramatically improve the final
output of the broadcast to give it a
professional ‘studio’ feel.

Short intro films, stings and ‘adbreaks’ can improve engagement
levels and help the audience feel like
they are watching a TV show. During
the event, instant graphics over
transmission can also aid with
things like introducing contributors.

Contact Us

Contact Us

Contact Us
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Post Event Edit
As a standard, we will always
provide you with a full recording of
the event from start to finish.
Depending on the length of the
event however, you may wish to
have an edited highlights package
for future reference or for those
that missed the event but don’t
have time to watch the whole
transmission.
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A little more about
WMP Creative…
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One creative agency.
5 core services.
Designed. Developed. Delivered.

Showreel
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Events

|

Film

|

Design

|

Digital

|

Product
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You can watch us
in action here…
Take a peek!
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And you can find
our offices in
Oxford, London
and Doha.
Although we work all around the world
(Covid permitting).
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Our client list and
projects are
wonderfully varied.
We’re agile and adaptable, developing
creative for consumer brands, commodity
trading companies, charities, football clubs,
life science organisations and B2B services,
to name a few.
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Our clients
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Let us
inspire you
… And your audience.
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Get in touch!
We’d love to talk.

Richard Cook
Managing Director

Rupert Martin
Head of Events

Dale Harper
Head of NBD

+44 (0) 1865 831 261
richard.cook@wmpcreative.com
LinkedIn Profile

+44 (0) 203 330 5880
rupert.martin@wmpcreative.com
LinkedIn Profile

+44 (0) 7798 606 676
dale.harper@wmpcreative.com
LinkedIn Profile
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